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Signal lighting �xture VSS 

Purpose
Explosion-proof signal lighting �xtures VSS on the basis of boxes 
VAD-RSP-O are designed for sending traffic control or alert signals and 
ensure emittance of light and sound signals at oil and gas re�ning 
enterprises, chemical and pharmaceutical enterprises as well as other 
enterprises of the national economy where explosive gases IIA, IIB, IIC 
and �ammable explosive dust may occur.

Features
- LED light source ensures low energy consumption and long range 
of signal identi�cation.

1Ex d IIC T6 Gb, 1Ex d mb [ib] IIC T6 Gb,
Ex tb IIIC T80°C Db

- Modular system ensures its simplicity and reliability.

Speci�cations 
Explosion protection marking for signal lighting 
�xtures

Ingress protection

1Ex d IIC T6 Gb; 
Ex tb IIIC T80°C Db

IР66

Structure of designation
VSS–Х1-Х2-Х3(Х4)-Х5
VSS – explosion-proof signal lighting �xture.
Х1 - type of version according to GOST R 52282-2004 (see Appendix А).

Design 
Signal lighting �xtures consist of modules joined in single design 
with in-built LED light sources with maximum capacity of 7 W. 
The design allows both vertical and horizontal arrangement of 
modules; types and versions see in Appendix A.
Modules are manufactured on the basis of junction boxes of 
VAD-RSP-O type with a window, with “d” explosion protection, made 
of aluminum alloy with epoxy-polyester powder coating. 
The protective glass is made of polycarbonate with a colored 
light-transmitting �lm (red, blue, yellow, green).

Х2 – module light-emitting color: K - red, Zh - yellow, Z - green, S - blue (in case of 
multi-module version, the index for each module is indicated; position of modules 
on the product is from top to bottom, from left to right).
Х3 – fastening type: N - wall, O - post.
Х4 – supply voltage and current type.

Example of order statement:
VSS-T.8-KZ-N(230AC)-V1
Example of recording the designation of explosion-proof signal lighting �xture of
the two-module type T.8 according to GOST R 52282 with the �rst module of red color, 
the second module of green color, wall mounting, climatic version V, placement 
category 1 according to GOST 15150. 

Diameter of light aperture 60 mm

Ambient temperature from - 60°С to + 50°С

- Enclosure design is convenient for transit cable laying.
- Small dimensions and weight: dimensions of one module 200*х
145*х185 mm, weight 1.6* kg.
- Different manufacturing materials: aluminum alloy or ZAA (zinc
aluminum alloy).

Depending on the order, it is possible to install up to 3 explosion-proof 
glands for transit laying of power cable Ø 7-14 mm.
In case of sound-and-light version, the product is equipped with 
a sound unit BZV with Exdm[ib]IICU explosion protection marking. 
Additionally, signal lighting �xtures can be equipped with visors 
which allow to increase the signal viewing distance. There are also 
versions for installing cable glands with connecting threads: М20х1.5; 
М25х1.5; М32х1.5; G1/2; G3/4; G1.
Product grounding is ensured by internal and external ground bolts, 
near each clamp grounding sign is speci�ed. The signaling device 
can be secured on arbitrarily located planes and poles with diameter 
up to 50 mm.

Explosion protection marking for sound-and-light 
signal lighting �xtures

1Ex d mb [ib] IIC T6 Gb; 
Ex tb IIIC T80°C Db

Nominal voltage 230±10% V АС
Range of laid cables 7-14 mm

Distance between geometrical axis of luminous 
elements

155±10 mm

 

Type of climatic version V1, OM1
Weight of one module, max 1,7 kg

Х5 – type of climatic version and arrangement category: V1, OM1.
Х6 – additional index indicating kits, accessories, etc.
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Overall and connection dimensions

O: on support

* - These lighting products can not be referred to the “Technical means
of traffic management” group and named as traffic lights due to 
the discrepancy in the diameter (overall dimensions) of the product 
output aperture according to GOST R 52282. The minimum aperture 
size should be 100 mm, in our version — 60 mm. Therefore, it was 
decided to refer this product to signaling devices with designation VSS
(explosion-proof signal lighting �xture).

Overall dimensions
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VSS

Appendix A.
Types and versions of signal lighting �xtures according to GOST R 52282-2004


